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Examples of different magnifications of a histological sample
NUCLEAR/CYTOPLASM RATIO IN HUMAN LYMPHOCITES
Measurements list
cell morphology, size, dimensions, 
esspecially nuclear/cytoplasm 
ratio
displays statistics (n, mean, SD, 
minimum and maximum)

IMAGE ANALYSIS SOFTWARE COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE
AFNI - Software for Analysis of Functional 
NeuroImages
Bio7 - Ecological Modeling, Scientific Image Analysis, 
and Statistical Analysis
BioImage Suite - Integrated Image Analysis Software 
Suite of Yale University
BioImageXD - Analysis, Processing, Visualization of 
Multi-Dimensional Microscopy Images
CellProfiler - Cell Image Analyis Software Developed 
at the Broad Institute
Crystal Image - Software Program for Image 
Processing and Analysis
CVIPTools - Software Package for Exploration of 
Computer Vision and Image Processing
FSL - Library of Analysis Tools for fMRI, MRI, DTI Brain 
Images
Icy - Open Community Platform for Bioimage 
Informatics
Ilastik - Interactive Image Classification, Segmentation, 
and Analysis
ImageJ - Java Tool for Image Processing and Analysis
IMAL - Image Measurement and Analysis Lab
KNIME - Data Analytics, Reporting, and Integration 
Platform
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